Encourage your child to walk or bike to school. This is the best way to reduce traffic around Lawson and make it safer for everyone.
**AVOID A TRAFFIC TICKET OR BEING TOWED!**

- **Never leave your car unattended.** Park only in parking spaces.
- **Always stop for pedestrians and bicycles in crosswalks.**
- **Do not let your child out along the street.** Use school dropoff lanes.
- **Don’t U-turn near the Lawson campus.**
- **Don’t drive distracted, especially during dropoff and pickup.**

---

**DROPOFF & PICKUP RULES**

- **Pull up all the way to the front of the dropoff lane.**
- **Plan ahead to avoid getting out of your car to open your trunk in the yellow dropoff area.**
- **Move your car forward in the dropoff lane when the car ahead of you moves.**